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Before taking this typography course, I never really knew 
much about the topic of Typography. As the semester 
has gone by, I have grown a true appreciation for the 
art of type. As a communication major, I now truly find 
it fascinating how letters can be formed, designed in 
presented in such diverse ways all with a purpose to 
communicate.

When thinking about what location’s typography I wanted 
to study for this project, I didn’t have to think much. I chose 
Jamaica because it is the most special place to me.
It is the country I was born, and where generations of my 
family are from. It is what I represent.

Without a doubt, there are many regions of the world 
that have stunning- yet underrepresented typography. 
This book is focused on Jamaica, but I believe the entire 
Caribbean has iconic and beautiful typography that needs 
to be showcased.

Collecting specimens for this project was more difficult 
than I originally imagined. Driving around Jamaica, I have 
always seen such beautiful hand crafted typography on 
shops, on signs, buildings, walls... But when looking on 
Google street view there is not much to see. There are 
very little places in Jamaica that are using street view 
technology, many of the specimens I was able to collect 
were from pictures that were uploaded to Google from 
visitors of certain locations or pictures that I took myself.

I felt this was not an adequate representation of Jamaican 
typography with just using Google specimens or my 
own pictures, so I decided to connect with some of the 
Jamaican artists who are responsible for creating this 
typography, and they have graciously given me permission 
to showcase some of their work in this project.

I encourage everyone to travel to Jamaica (one day) and 
see the beautiful typography for themselves. This book 
would contain endless specimens if it were possible for me 
to capture them all.
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sweet, sweet 
      jamaica

This local food stand in Discovery Bay, displays hand-painted 
type. The type is sans serif with a round style. In each glyph, 
all the terminals are rounded. There is not much contrast in the 
weights of each letter.
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groovy
ornate

Hand-painted lettering can be seen outside this local shop/
restaurant in Kingston.The building signage displays at least 
three noticeably different fonts. All varying in weights and styles. 
This uppercase letter Q is In a modern, sans-serif type. It has 
thick weighted strokes around the sides that are thinner around
the arches.
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nuh badda 
            than we!

This is a hand-painted plaque that can be found outside of the 
JDF Military Camp building. The letters are in a condensed type. 
The type is also sans-serif.
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nuh badda 
            than we!
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chaste
drippy

This “pond” sign in the tourist spot Cool Blue Hole is painted 
on wooden picket sign, a type of sign commonly seen around 
Jamaica. The type exhibits medium weighted strokes, with no 
contrast between each of the strokes on the letters. Each of the 
strokes on the letter are all weighted the same. The shape of this 
type can be described as round, and sans-serif.
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elegant
vivacious

Outside of this movie theater in Montego Bay, is this hand-
painted signage. This font has a script feel. Each glyph is slanted 
to the right almost in an italic style. The unconventional letter X 
on this sign, contributes to the liveliness of this type.
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wavy
whimsical

The caution sign painted on the back of this truck is in a 
freestyle. Each gylph has an unconventional shape. This type 
is bubbly with a thick weight. The legs and finials of the glyphs 
all have a slanted ends. Each crossbar bar in the letter A is also 
slanted. 
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bare vibesbare vibes
bare vibes!

This hand painted wooden picket style sign located at the Grand 
Palladium in Lucea, Jamaica displays a sans serif typeface. The 
lobes ans stems of the gylphs are rounded. The ascenders and 
descenders are all square.
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like ice cream

Hand-painted lettering can be seen outside this ice cream parlor 
in Hopewell.This sans serif font has a square shape. The gylphs 
have a medium stroke weight. This type has a condensed feel. 
Each letter has a quite narrow space in between.

soft and sweet, 

Photo: Matt Goias
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like ice cream

Photo: Matt Goias
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brbraff
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here di
stepper

comes
hot

This sign at EITS Café in Blue Mountain, on a fence by pepper 
trees, displays a typeface with thickly weighted strokes. The 
characters have no serifs and have a very bubbly and modern 
feel. This casual signage style is very commonly seen around 
Jamaica.
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chic
distinct

This hand-painted art gallery sign is located 
in EITS Café, a guesthouse/hideaway in Blue 
Mountains, Jamaica.The signage letters 
display thinly weighted strokes. The uppercase 
letter A has an ascender with a thin serif. It 
also displays a descender with a thin serif. The 
typeface of this letter has a modern feel with a 
round shape.
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the sun’s on my face

and the breeze so 
soothing

This hand crafted, craft vendors village sign displays four 
noticeably different fonts as well as various weights. This 
unconventional uppercase letter T, resembles an uppercase letter
J. It has medium strokes with a curved descender.
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the sun’s on my face

and the breeze so 
soothing
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This restaurant sign imitates a chalk board. The lettering mixes 
four different modern, sans-serif fonts. This lowercase letters 
are quite even all around, with not much contrast in the
weights around the entire letter.

expressionalexpressional
elegantelegant

Photo: Trevor Stone
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expressionalexpressional
elegantelegant

Photo: Trevor Stone
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dat sell 

This “wholesale” sign has lettering with medium weighted 
strokes. There is not any contrast between the weight of 
the ligatures and the stems. This sans-serif typeface has 
a square shape, is modern and highly legible.

off!
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This sign outside of the JDF Military camp has 
square lettering. These hand painted letters 
have a medium weight with very little stroke 
contrast. Letters like the uppercase A and R are 
interesting because they have slashes instead 
of a counter.

stenciled
geometricgeometric

Photo: Trevor Stone
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stenciled
geometricgeometric

Photo: Trevor Stone
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At the beautiful Turtle River Gardens and Falls in Ocho Rios, is this 
wooden sign. The lettering on this sign is uppercase, in a sans 
serif font. This type has thick, evenly weighted strokes and a 
square shape. This type is modern and highly legible.

blessings ah flow 
like river...

Photo: Trevor Stone
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blessings ah flow 
like river...

Photo: Trevor Stone
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This Kingston wall displays two different typefaces. The first type 
being a serif style with thick weighted strokes. In contrast, the 
second type displays thinly weighted strokes. This type is in a 
serif style. The glyphs in each type are all painted in uppercase.

multi-colored
clear
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we gonna dance 
all about little 
later...

On the stage at Plantation Smokehouse Restaurant in Saint 
Ann, is two different hand-painted typefaces. The words 
“plantation” and “bass”  are in a thin, sans serif type. The word 
“smokehouse” is in a serif font.
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we gonna dance 
all about little 
later...
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outout  and badbad
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outout  and badbad
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bug art
Rushane Drummond, known as “Bug", is a 24 year old Jamaican artist. 
Bug’s work can be seen all around western Jamaica in the form of 
hand painted signs, grafitti, and more. Bug uses primarily water-based 
paint on conventional boards that are typically recycled. Bug has 
also developed a screen-printed signature style for larger events that 
require more signage on the road. 
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shake,it ah shake!

This bubbly and fun use of contrast with fonts, can be seen in much 
of Bug’s work. He uses a mixture of sans serif and serif fonts in this 
piece, all varying in weight. Not only do the fonts vary in weight but 
also shape styles such as round and square.

Photo: Matt Goias
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shake,it ah shake!

Photo: Matt Goias
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When he is not painting on buildings or creating party posters, Bug 
makes these amusing and creative hand-drawn signs. In these signs, 
he uses uppercase glyphs and a rounded style sans serif font.

niche

Photo: Bug

Photo: Bug
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This Sam Sharpe Teachers’ college sign, displays a contrast 
of fonts. Bug uses a script font for the title of the college and a 
sans serif font for the college motto. Bug aslo hand painted the 
college emblem on the sign.

old-style

Photo: Bug

Photo: Bug

Photo: Bug
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dem nuh worry we!

Bug does many large scale typography murals, such as this sign for 
the Best of The Best Best Corner League. A thick and bubbly sans serif 
font is used in this painting.
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dem nuh worry we!

Photo: Bug
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inside, inside...

This large scale painting, for Deh Home Bar really showcases Bugs 
talent for painting. Not only is the typography for the buliding sinage 
captivating, but those liquor bottles are not pictures! They were hand 
painted on the wall by Bug.
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inside, inside...

Photo: Bug
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nurse signs
 Nurse Signs is an instagram account created by Matt Goias. Goias 
says he created the account “to document Jamaica’s brilliant hand 
painted signage. The feed focuses primarily on the roadside signs pro-
moting the island’s non stop carnival of dancehall and reggae music 
events but also shows the ubiquitous inventive hand lettering that 
adorns everything from rum bars to car washes to churches. Nurse 
Signs is named in honor of Westemoreland’s premier signman, Cleark 
“Nurse” James, and works to spread awareness and generate income 
for Jamaica’s many talented sign painters.”
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Photo: Matt Goias
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On the front of this grocery shop, Nurse makes use of the space by 
handpainting the name of the shop, as well as the meats sold inside of 
the store. For most of the words he uses a round, sans serif font. The 
word “and” in the title is in a script style font.

abundant
effective
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effective

Photo: Matt Goias
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This is another shop sign done by Nurse. Once 
again he uses a round, sans serif typeface that 
is consistent throughout much of his work.

imperfect
elaborate
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Photo:  Nurse
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shaving cream,
Be nice and clean...

Outside this barber shop, Nurse uses a playful script font for the 
title of the barber shop and a clean, readilble sans serif font for 
the words barber shop.

Photo: Matt Goias
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Photo: Matt Goias
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if love so nice...

Hand-painted dancehall signs are a part of iconic Jamaican 
Typography. Dancehall signs  are typically painted on walls, plys 
of wood, and posters. They have been seen all around Jamaica 
for decades and typically use bright colors and unique fonts.

Photo: Matt Goias
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if love so nice...

Photo: Matt Goias
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deh pon ah ends!

More dancehall signs done by Nurse. Each poster is consistent 
with using trendy colors and rounded, bubbly fonts.
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deh pon ah ends!

Photo: Matt Goias
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Wander Type: JamRock is a part of the Wander Type Project 
studying underrepresented geographic typography. This book 
highlights, showcases, and celebrates iconic Jamaican typography 
visible all the around the island in street signs, wall calligraphy, 
dancehall posters, and various vernacular cultural specimens. This 
project also gives an inside look at some of the artists behind this 
incredible typographic art that heavily influences and truly makes 
the Jamaican culture unique and distinctly recognizable.

I am a senior communications major with a focus in strategic communication and minors 
in graphic design and music at Nova Southeastern University, Fort Lauderdale, FL. Born 
in Kingston, Jamaica, now living in Davie, Florida, I am dedicated to promoting Caribbean 
culture within my new community. I have a strong appreciation for art in all forms and hope 
to one day go on to create art that combines all of my diverse interests and uses the skills 
that I have learned in my time here at NSU.

About This Book

About Asha Dalling


